
Investors are people, and people are 
often impatient. No one likes to wait 
in line or wait longer than they have to 
for something, especially today when 
so much is just a click or two away.

This impatience also manifests itself 
in the financial markets. When stocks 
slip, for example, some investors grow 
uneasy. Their impulse is to sell, get 
out, and get back in later. If they give 
in to that impulse, they may effectively 
pay a price.

Across the 30 years ended Decem-
ber 31, 2018, the Standard & Poor’s 
500 posted averaged annual return of 
10.0%. During the same period, the 
average mutual fund stock investor
realized a yearly return of just 4.1%. 
Why the difference? It could partly 
stem from impatience.1

 
It’s important to remember that past 
performance does not guarantee future 
results. The return and principal value 
of stock prices will fluctuate over time 
as market conditions change. And 
shares, when sold, may be worth more 
or less than their original cost.

Investors can worry too much. In the 
long run, an investor who glances at 
a portfolio once per quarter may end 
up making more progress toward his 
or her goals than one who anxiously 
pores over financial websites each day.
  
Too many investors make quick
 emotional moves when the market 
dips. Logic may go out the window 
when this happens, in addition to
perspective.
  
Some long-term investors keep focus. 
Warren Buffett does. He has famously 

said that an investor should, “buy into 
a company because you want to own it, 
not because you want the stock to go 
up.2 
 
Buffett often tries to invest in companies 
whose shares may perform well in 
both up and down markets. He also has 
famously stated, “If you aren’t willing 
to own a stock for ten years, don’t even 
think about owning it for ten min-
utes.”2

  
In contrast with Buffett’s patient long-
term approach, investors who care 
too much about day-to-day market 
behavior may practice market timing, 
which is as much hope as strategy. 
 
To make market timing work, an
investor has to be right twice. The goal 
is to sell high, take profits, and buy 
back in just as the market begins to 
rally off a bottom. But there is volatility 
in financial markets and the sale at any 
point could result in a gain or loss.

Even Wall Street professionals have a 
hard time predicting market tops and 
bottoms. Retail investors are notorious 
for buying high and selling low. 
 
Investors who alter their strategy in 
response to the headlines may end up 
changing it again after further head
lines. While they may expect to be on 
top of things by doing this, their
returns may suffer from their
emotional and impatient responses.

Nobel Laureate economist Gene Fama 
once commented: “Your money is like 
soap. The more you handle it, the less 
you’ll have.” Wisdom that may benefit 
your strategy, especially during periods 
of market volatililty.3
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Your taxes have been filed, your return (hopefully!) is 
on its way, and you’re itching to book a fun vacation to 
reward yourself. Though sifting through the massive 
piles of bank statements, insurance documents, and 
important receipts you’ve accumulated throughout the 
year might feel like the last thing you’d like to do, a little 
effort in this department will pay off in dividends
(especially when next year’s tax season comes around).
Not sure what to save, shred, or digitize? Use this simple 
guide to declutter your finances and stress less.

What to Shred
If you’re one of the 54 percent of Americans who still 
gets paper bank and credit card statements, shred them 
(along with receipts and bills) annually after you’ve filed 
your taxes, says Andrew O. Smith, author of Financial 
Literacy for Millennials. Most financial statements are 
easily retrieved online for at least five years. When it 
comes to shredding the statements, choose a shredder 
that can handle multiple sheets and staples and paper 
clips. Try the Swingline Style+Super Cross-Cut Shredder, 
$189.

What to Save and Scan
Keep hard copies, scan, and hold onto vehicle titles, 
real estate or property records, and insurance policies 
for as long as you own them. What to keep indefinitely: 
birth, marriage, and death certificates; Social Security 
cards; health care proxies; and wills. Store hard copies 
in a safe-deposit box or fireproof safe. Save scans using 
a service such as CertainSafe (starts at $12 per month) 
or Dropbox (free for 2 GB of space). Consider the Epson 
DS-320 scanner, $250. It’s portable, and you can scan 
directly to an online account.

How to Go Paperless (the Safe Way)
Protect access to online financial accounts with a
password you change every three months. Apps such as 
Dashlane (free for one device or $5 monthly for unlimited 
devices) or LastPass (free or $36 for the premium) help 
you do that. Keep a record of passwords in a safe place 
so your accounts can be accessed in an emergency, says 
certified financial planner Nancy Coutu, cofounder of 
Money Managers Financial Group in Oak Brook, IL.
Tip: Consider a separate email address for statements 
and bills, and review them monthly so you can spot fraud 
ASAP.

How Long Should Tax Returns Be Kept?
Stick with the seven-year rule even though your audit 
risk lasts only three years from the date you file. What 
qualifies as a tax record? Anything that’s evidence of
income (W-2s, 1099s), deductible expenses, or a tax 
credit (papers proving tuition or childcare payments or 
retirement-plan contributions). Also keep health insurance 
records.

Finance Apps to Keep You Organized
Take your finances paperless to help ease the load of 
physical documents that add up—and take up space on 
your kitchen table—with these easy-to-use apps!
Doxo: Want to take the guesswork out of bill pay? Schedule 
and track payments, plus review accounts and documents 
from your smartphone, all for free.
ItsDeductible: This is another free app that keeps track 
of donations, assesses the value of donated items, and 
allows you to scan all your charitable receipts.
LifeLock: A digital wallet where you can upload credit 
card info so it’s easily accessible—for $10 a month.
With these decluttering tips, you’ll be able to downsize 
paper pileups, digitize, and get organized for next year. 
Trust us, your future self will thank you.

The Best Ways to Organize Your Finances After Taxes
BY CARI WIRA DINEEN



People who’ve had large and unforeseen expenses arise 
can probably either tell you how happy they were that 
they had emergency funds, or how difficult it was to find 
the money to cover expenses. As with most finance
related issues, pre-planning is a key factor in
successfully weathering the storms we are all sure to face 
in life, though recent statistics show some rather alarming 
results. It’s estimated that 28% of Americans have no 
emergency savings, and a recent poll shows that a
whopping 49% of Canadians between ages 18 and 44 
haven’t set any money aside to cover emergencies.

The What and Why
An emergency fund is essentially money that’s been 
set aside to cover any of life’s unexpected events. This 
money will allow you to live for a few months should 
you happen to lose your job or if something unexpected 
comes up that will cost a fair chunk of money to cover. 
Think of it as an insurance policy. Rather than paying 
premiums to an insurance company, you’re setting aside 
money for yourself that can be used at a later date. This 
money can then be accessed quickly and easily if some 
unfortunate event happens to occur.

Determining an Amount
Many banks and financial experts suggest that you 
should save at least three months worth of salary in your 
emergency fund. That way if you do lose a job, you’ll 
have enough money to get by for a few months until you 
can find replacement work. However, depending upon 
your preferences and income level, the amount can vary. 
You should first calculate what your living expenses are. 
Tally up how much you spend each month on mortgage 
or rent, utility bills, groceries and vehicle expenses. You 
should have at least enough to cover your living expenses 
for three months, and probably even more.

If you’re in a double-income household and are
unlikely to find both income earners unemployed at one 
time, you can rely on the assistance of financially-stable 
family members. If you have insurance policies that will 
cover you for unexpected emergencies, you may be able 
to get by with the bare minimum. However, each and 
every person should make a point of setting aside at least 
something for unforeseen expenses.

Sticking to Your Goals
With most goals, setting a plan and sticking to it is the 
surest way to be successful. Look at opening an
account that can’t be accessed with your debit card, 
like an e-savings account. Automate transfers to this 
designated account from your primary bank account to 
match up with your pay days so that you won’t even see 
the money in your account. You can’t miss what wasn’t 

there, and you won’t feel the urge to spend it. Once you 
have a large enough sum saved in this liquid account, you 
can transfer some to short-term bonds or high-interest 
savings accounts that you can still access fairly easily in 
times of need.

When to Use It
There may be times when it will be tempting to use this 
money toward a vacation, paying off significant debts, 
putting a down payment on a new home or any other 
significant expense that arises. You should always create 
a list of acceptable expenses that this money has been 
designated for. Ensure that they are true emergencies - 
things like covering your living costs during periods of 
unemployment, medical emergencies, paying for repairs 
to your home that occur as a result of a natural disaster 
or fire, emergency veterinarian bills, unforeseen vehicle
repairs, or even tax bills that were unexpected. The 
whole point of this fund is to prevent you from having 
to add to your debt in times of need or scrambling to 
wrangle up the money at the last minute. You definitely 
want to ensure that this money is safely stowed in your 
account for those occasions when you need it.

Saving Vs. Paying Down Debt
There is much debate on which approach is better when 
it comes to choosing whether to focus on paying down 
debts first or building up your emergency savings. 
There are pros and cons to each approach. Paying down 
high-interest debt should always be your first priority 
when it comes to prioritizing debt repayments, but that 
doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be setting some money 
aside every month as well. Striking a balance is the best 
approach. This helps to build good money habits and will 
prevent you from having to borrow money if an
emergency does arise. If you are in a situation where 
you’re paying off debts, look at how much you can
reasonably afford to contribute to your emergency fund 
instead. Even if it’s only $25, this is the beginning of a 
good financial habit, and this money will continue to 
grow as your debt load diminishes.

The Bottom Line
Although it may seem challenging or perhaps even 
pointless to live below your means, you’ll probably be 
happy that you did when that rainy day arrives and the 
overall impact to your financial well-being is minimal. 
Focus on changing your mindset. The only person you 
can really depend upon to get you out of trouble is
yourself. Don’t rely on family, friends, government safety 
nets, insurance policies or just plain luck. Bad things can 
happy to anyone, and working toward financial health 
should be just as much a priority as looking after your 
physical health.

Why An Emergency Fund Is Important
BY JANET FOWLER



Did you know?
Credit facts

• The average credit 
card debt among 
Americans

      increased by 
      18.5% since 2013.  
     (Federal Reserve 
     Bank of New York)

• Baby Boomers have an 
average of $7,550 in 
credit card debt

      (Lexington Law)

• People spend 12-18% 
more when using 
credit cards than when 
using cash!

      (NerdWallet)

Quarterly data

The spread of COVID-19 sent stocks tumbling in the first 
quarter, as health and economic costs of the pandemic 
began to mount. Stocks remained under pressure despite 
the Federal Reserve’s lowering of short-term interest rates 
and the government’s stimulus efforts through the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act 
(CARES) Act. The DJIA sank 23.2% and the S&P 500 
dropped 20% on the quarter. The volatility following the 
novel coronavirus has left all but a handful of sectors in a 
prolonged period of uncertainty. With millions of
Americans staying at home in an effort to “flatten the 
curve” of COVID-19’s impact on people, businesses are 
coping with closing for the duration, altering practices, or 
facing staffing issues.1

Quarter in Brief

Domestic Economic Health

The Federal Reserve cut interest rates to zero on March 
15 and announced several monetary actions designed to 
support households and businesses. However, markets 
were unfazed by the Fed’s aggressive move, electing to 
instead focus on the contraction of economic growth that 
many are expecting. Millions of Americans have applied 
for unemployment, with a spike of 3.3 million seen in 
March. Layoffs and furloughs are foreseen throughout 
early Q2.2,3 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) registered an annualized 
advance of 2.4% in February, ahead of the COVID-19 
volatility in the United States. Inflation was ahead 0.1% in 
the same period. Consumer spending was at 0.2% in the 
middle of the quarter, with the University of Michigan’s 
Consumer Sentiment Index at 101.0. Retail sales were at 
4.35%, annualized. The Institute of Supply Management 
(ISM) Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) up nearly two 
points to 57.3, mid-quarter. All these figures may be
revised dramatically in the second quarter as more data is 
compiled about the economic cost of the pandemic.4,5



Quarterly data

Global Economic Health

The arrival of COVID-19 signaled volatility around the globe. The numbers at the end of the 
quarter include: the U.K.’s FTSE 100 (-13.81%), the German Dax (-16.44%), the French CAC 40 
(-17.21%), Japan’s Nikkei 225 (-10.53%), Australia’s All-Ordinaries (-21.51), Mexico’s Bolsa 
(-16.38%), Brazil’s Bovespa (-29.90), China’s Shanghai Composite (-4.51), Hong Kong’s Hang 
Seng (-9.67), South Korea’s Kospi Composite (-11.69), and Russia’s RTS (-21.95).11,12

The MSCI EAFE Index (which measures performance across developed stock markets outside 
North America) took a 14.77% fall at the end of Q1.13

The main story in China for the first quarter of 2020, affecting nearly every aspect of the Chinese 
economy, has been the COVID-19 outbreak. Anticipating the rough road ahead, a number of
international financial institutions have revised their growth estimates for China downward, 
leaving some to predict the worst year in decades. Despite this, the Caixin/Markit Manufacturing 
PMI came in at 50.1 in March, just within the realm indicating growth, and up from February’s 
40.3. As the quarter came to a close, U.S. lawmakers were questioning the accuracy of China’s
reported number of COVID-19 cases as the U.S. grappled with the pandemic.6,7

European countries are also facing hardship, with Italy and Spain seeing a higher-than-average 
number of cases. The European Commission predicts a recession, with the overall gross domestic 
product (GDP) sinking 1% for 2020. This follows 1% of growth for the GDP in the final quarter 
of 2019. Facing heavy unemployment, the European Commission set up a 100 billion euros ($110 
million in U.S. dollars) program to help keep workers employed, while also pledging to purchase 
as much as 750 billion euros to keep markets at ease through the purchase of financial assets.8,9,10

Domestic Economic Health
cont.
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Disclosures

Information contained in this newsletter does not involve the rendering of personalized 
investment advice, but is limited to the dissemination of general information on products 
and services. A professional advisor should be consulted before implementing any of the 
options presented. Information presented in this newsletter should not be construed as 

an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned 
herein.


